Mike/Benk recommendations:

BOOKS
Tove Jansson (Finn Family Moomintroll, Comet in Moominland…)
Meal One (Picture Lions) by Ivor Cutler, illustrated by Helen Oxenbury
Zoo-ology by Joelle Jolivet
Elmer and the Dragon (also called My Father’s Dragon), Dragons at Blueland
Tales of Maui
Taming the Sun: Four Maori Myths – Gavin Bishop (unavailable from Amazon)
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good… by Judith Viorst
Lynley Dodd (New Zealand)
Graeme Base (Australian)

MEDIA
Big Toe Books on BBC: http://www.bbc.co.uk/bigtoe/books/
My Neighbor Totoro (DVD)
Kiki’s Delivery Service (DVD)
Leap Frog – Math Circus and The Letter Factory
Mary Poppins

GAMES/OBJECTS
The Kids of Carcassonne by Rio Grande Games
Smartlab microscope (mixed reviews on Amazon)